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KINGSVILLE NURSERY
(H. J. HOHMAN)
“Plants That Bloom”
KINGSVILLE, BALTO. CO. MD.

STRONG 2 YEAR FIELD GROWN, BUDDED ROSES

We wish to advise that our roses are grown outdoors from beginning to finish, making them thoroughly hardy. That is why we advocate fall planting. By planting in the fall, you gain at least six months on all roses planted in the spring, so they have become established and begin growing just as soon as the first warmth of spring begins.

Only field-grown, hardy roses can be planted in fall safely.

HYBRID TEA ROSES
($1.00 each, except where noted)

A. HILL GREY—Lemon Yellow.
ADAMIRAL WAR—Crimson Red
AMERICA—Pink ........................................ $1.50
A. R. GOODWIN—Coppery Orange, Red
BEETY—Coppery Rose
BLOOMFIELD ABUNDANCE—Light Pink, Clusters.
COLUMBIA—Glowing Pink
ETOILE DE FRANCE—Vivid Crimson
FRANCIS SCOTT KEY—Excellent Double Red
GOLDEN EMBLEM—Rich, Deep Golden Yellow
GRUSSEN TEPLITZ—Scarlet
H. V. MACHINE—Black Scarlet Crimson
J. L. NOCK—Fine Deep Pink
JOHN COOK—Rich Satiny Pink. A fine dependable Rose for outdoors (new). $2.50
K. A. VICTORIA—Pure White
KILLARNEY—Double White, Long White Buds
LADY ALICE STANLEY—Coral Pink
LADY BATTERSEA—Cherry Crimson
LADY HILLINGDON—Deep Apricot
LADY PINKIE—Copper Salmon
LOS ANGELES—Flame Pink
LOUISE CATH. BRESLAU—Chrome Yellow
MARQUIS DE GANEY—Silvery Pink
MISS CYNTHIA FORDE—Rosy Pink
MME. CAROLINE TESTOUT—Rich Pink
MME. EDWARD HERRIOT—Coral Red, Shaded Yellow
MME. LOMBARD—Salmon Pink
MME. BUTTERFLY—Apricot and Gold
MME. JULES BOUCHE—White, Pink Center
MRS. AARON WARD—Fine Yellow
MRS. AMBROSE RICARDO—Flesh Colored Yellow
MRS. JOHN COOK—White Shaded Pink
MRS. W. C. MILLER—Pearly Blush, Shaded Yellow
MRS. S. K. RINDE—Yellow, Sulfused Pink
OPHELIA—Salmon Pink, Base Yellow
PHARISAR—Rosy White
PINK BEAUTY—A new origination of John Cook, an excellent Rose. This Rose was awarded a medal for its wonderful quality and habit—blossoming during the entire season with strong stems. The bud and flower is very large; color brilliant Satiny Rose Pink. New Very scarce. ...$3.00
PREMIER—Pink Rose
RADIANCE—Deep Pink
RED LETTER DAY—Velvety Scarlet
RED RADIANCE—Pure Deep Red
ROSE MARIE—Clear Rose Pink
SOUV. DE CLAUDIUS PERNET—Pure Bright Yellow $2.00
SOUV. DE LA MALMASON—Light Pink 1.50
SOUV. DE LA MALMASON—Red, Vivid Sunburst—Rich Yellow
WALTER Spill—Good Creamy White
WELLESLEY—Excellent Satiny Pink

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES

All at 75c Each

CLIO—Satin Pink
BLACK PRINCE—Dark Red
F. K. DRUSCHKI—Pure White
GEN. JACQUEMINOT—Scarlet Crimson
J. B. CLARK—Deep Scarlet
MAD. GABRIEL LUIZET—Light Pink
MAGNA CHARTA—Rosy Pink
M. P. WILDER—Deep Pink
MARG. DICKSON—Pale Flesh
MRS. JOHN LAING—Soft Pink
PAUL NEYRON—Clear Pink
PRINCE C. DE ROHAN—Very Dark Red
ULRICH BRUNNER—Light Red

POLYANTHA OR HEDGE ROSES

BABY ECHO—Soft Pink .................................$ .75
CATH. LEIMET—Snow White
CHICHE BRUNNER—Light Pink
EDITH CAVELL—Brilliant Scarlet
ELLEN PAULSEN—Dark Pink
ERNA TECHENDORF—Cherry Red
LAFAYETTE—Brilliant Crimson
MARIE PAVIC—Blush White
ORLEANS—Red, Tinted Pink
TIPTOP—Red and Gold, very fine
($1.00 each, except where noted)

MISCELLANEOUS ROSES

CONRAD F. MEYER—Blush Pink
GRAF ZEPPLIN—Deep Pink ......................... $ .30
ROSA HUGONUS—Wonderful Yellow .......... 1.50
ROSA MULTIFLORA—White ...................... $ .50
ROSA SETIGERA—Single Deep Rose .......... 75c
YORK AND LANCASTER—Pink .................... 75c

CLIMBING ROSES

ALBERIC BARBIER—Deep Yellow
........................................... $ .50 and $ .75
AVIATOR BLERIOT—Saffron Yellow ............ 1.00
AMERICAN PILLAR—Rosy Pink .................. 75c
CHRISTINE WRIGHT—Bright Pink ............. 75c
CLIMBING LA FRANCE—Bright Pink .......... 1.00
CLIMBING AMER. BEAUTY—Red .......... $ .50 and 75c

CLIMBING GRUSSEN TEPLITZ—
Crimson ............................................. 75c
DOROTHY PERKINS—Shell Pink ............... 30c
DR. HUEY—Crimson Maroon .......... 75c and 1.00
DR. W. VAN FLEET—Peachy Pink ............ 75c and 1.00
EXCEL—Clear Scarlet .......................... 50c
EMILY GRAY—Yellow ............................. 50c
FLAME—Flame Pink ................................ 1.00
GARDENIA—Buds Bright Yellow .50 and 75c
HIWATTA—Crimson, with White Eye .......... 75c
PAUL'S SCARLET CLIMBER—New, Vivid Scarlet ...... .50 and 75c
R. M. HENRIETTA—Ever-Blooming Red .... 75c
ROSE—Deep Pink ............................... $ .50 and 75c
SILHOUETTE MOON—Large White ............ 50c and 75c
VEILCHEN BLAU—Blue Rose ................... 50c
WICHURIANA—Single White, for ground cover ...... 50c